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Technology is evolving at a rapid pace, and with no signs of slowing down. The year 2020
promises to be the year when disruptive technologies become more mainstream, and
herald significant transformation across industries.
CMR’s Technology Trends Dossier 2020 provides a comprehensive and sweeping analysis
of the transformational technologies that CIOs and CXOs should watch out for in the year
ahead.
Over the past few years, we saw the emergence of new technologies that overshadowed
traditional IT, and are in the throes of early deployment. Moving forward, CMR believes
these technologies will become mainstream.
The CMR Technology Trends Dossier has put together an analysis and future tech outlook by CMR analysts, coupled with the viewpoints by some of India’s leading CIOs, CTOs,
CxOs, and industry experts from across key industries on the technologies that would
have the highest impact in the next 2-3 years, and specifically in 2020.
The predictions are a helpful guide for enterprises, and business leaders therein, to focus
on the key technologies, and going beyond the clutter, to attain success.
We believe you would find this report from CMR analyst team useful, as it brings together,
pertinent and critical technology trends that will impact the enterprises in 2020 and beyond.
As always, we would look forward to your comments, and perspectives.
Anil Chopra,
VP Research and Consulting
CMR
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Looking Ahead
Here are the key trends that will define 2020 and the decade ahead:
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- Herald the emergence of Digital Transformation 2.0
In 2020, enterprises will embrace Digital Transformation 2.0, wherein they will look at embracing new transformational tools, including machine learning and automation. Building
on the earlier wave of digital transformation that focused on modernizing the legacy infrastructure in the enterprises, close to the 30% of the entire IT spend will go into the digital
transformation initiatives. Large enterprises will become increasingly digital at the core,
and will embrace APIs. From making standalone products, successful enterprises will leap
to sell a market platform, or ecosystem on their own.

- Industry 4.0 will enable early rise in Smart Manufacturing
With overall digitization of equipment and processes, Industry 4.0 will contribute to a spike
in efficiencies in terms of quality and costs. With the Make in India initiatives bearing initial
fruits, there is now a need for robust supply chain frameworks along with smart distribution centres.

- Democratization of Artificial Intelligence in Enterprise IT
Artificial Intelligence (AI) adoption is gaining momentum. CMR Insights reveal that enterprises are more focused than before on embracing AI. In the year ahead, AI will be increasingly leveraged in enterprise IT to identify patterns, predict trends, iterate and improve, and
deliver with the actionable insights.

- Multicloud to mainstream, Ubiquitous, Omni Cloud is the future
In 2019, the hybrid multicloud emerged as a viable avenue for enterprises to ensure security and data protection, while ensuring compliance. While multicloud enters a new phase
of standardization and maturity, and applications become portable, and vendors stitch
cross-platform alliances, the multicloud future looks to transform into a ubiquitous omnicloud in the near future.
6
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- SMB adoption of SaaS will spike, partner ecosystem will be in focus for
uptake
SMB adoption of SaaS applications will grow by 20% over the next three years, driven by
the imperative need to automate and improve upon many poorly-automated or un-automated tasks and processes. The born-in-the-cloud partners would stand to gain in honing
SMB understanding.

- 5G to the fore, even as 4G prevails
5G is undoubtedly the future and will serve as the fulcrum for new technologies of the future to emerge, including advances in connected cars, wearable computing, and smart cities alike. Even as the 5G rollout is in its initial stages, its adoption will remain shallow over
the next 24-36 months, and 4G will continue to be dominant. In India, 5G deployments
would kickstart in 2022.

- Edge will the new nerve centre of enterprise
With the rise in machine learning and now deep learning capabilities in the cloud, data is
being processed swiftly, and results provided to end users through APIs and database
queries.
Close to 20% of new infrastructure will be housed in critical edge location rather than in
the data centres, over the next 3 years.
With the Edge, the predictive capabilities of machine learning models can be leveraged
more swiftly, making applications more ambient and frictionless in real-time.

- Augmented and Virtual Reality will enable next-level personalized CX
The rise of AR/VR will enable new user experiences that are personalized and contextual7
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ized to users in consumer and enterprise segments alike and made possible by developments in AI/ML and 5G among others. Questions around privacy, ethics and security will
abound with these new technological developments.

- Smart governance through digital initiatives will be focus for Government,
including Blockchain experimentation
Research insights from CMR point to nascent enterprise adoption, and in evolution and
advancement of new use cases for Blockchain. Going forward, Government adoption of
blockchain is poised to slowly increase. Alongside, there will be renewed enterprise focus
on blockchain fundamentals. This, in turn, will enable in realizing new practical purposes
for blockchain uses.

- Augmented Analytics for Actionable Decision Making and
Cybersecurity
As data volumes continue to rise exponentially, and with decreasing clarity on the nature
of data, today’s enterprises face increased risk from threats, such as data breaches and
ransomware. In the year ahead, enterprises will leverage augmented analytics, enabling
them to detect signals that could potentially impact their business models.
The enterprise threat landscape is evolving, and enterprises will have to contend with not
just phishing, but deepfakes as well. In the year ahead, deepfakes-as-a-service will potentially see increased traction in the year ahead for both fun and malicious purposes.
Enterprises would look at leveraging AI and predictive proactive cybersecurity measures
to anticipate early, and prevent potential threat vectors from creating havoc.
The use of Augmented Analytics will enable enterprises to breakdown complex data sets,
and secure meaningful insights.
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Chapter 1:
The Rise of Digital
Transformation 2.0
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In 2020, enterprises will embrace Digital Transformation 2.0, wherein they will look at embracing new transformational tools, including machine learning and automation. Building
on the earlier wave of digital transformation that focused on modernizing the legacy infrastructure in the enterprises, close to the 30% of the entire IT spend will go into the digital
transformation initiatives. Large enterprises will become increasingly digital at the core,
and will embrace APIs. From making standalone products, successful enterprises will leap
to sell a market platform, or ecosystem on their own.
“A world of connected devices will see amalgamation of diverse technologies
building the solutions, both for industrial / enterprise users and end consumers.
While we may talk about technologies like AI, 5G, Blockchain, Cloud etc, it is the
user experience / satisfaction, price point, acceptability and confidence which will
be supreme in distinguishing the winners from losers – both from the solution
developer community and from the industrial user community.”
-Sudhanshu Mittal, Head - NASSCOM CoE Gurugram & Director- Technical Solutions

“2020 will be the year of limitless connectivity. This means, connectivity and digitalization will be democratized, opening up exciting possibilities, opportunities,
and some risks. With the number of connected things/people increasing much
faster than the human population itself, connectivity driven by intelligence will be
the key driver of growth for most industries. While 5G will act as the foundation
for connectivity, the catalysts for success will come in the form of A.I and Augmented Analytics. From a consumer standpoint, trust will be the major factor that
determines loyalty and stickiness in the connected world. Businesses that address this consciously will stand to win.”
-Shankar Roddam, Chief Operating Officer, Subex
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“In today’s data driven world, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Internet of Things (IoT)
are key enablers in transforming industries and unlocking the true potential and
power of data. Increasingly AI and IoT are touching virtually every aspect of one’s
business and personal lives considering the inter-connectivity of a wide range of
devices and valuable insights gained by the capture, exchange and analysis of
data that takes place. In coming years, we will continue to see massive explosion
of data and these technologies will have an even larger role to play in the data
storage industry across verticals. AI and IoT hold immense economic value and
will both enable and push companies to innovate their businesses faster and better for a better end user experience.”
-Supria Dhanda, Vice President and Country Manager, Western Digital India

“As seats of customer engagement, India’s contact centre and BPO industry is at
the cusp of digital transformation. For 2020 and beyond Verint predicts that from
taking speech and text analytics mainstream, we see Knowledge Management,
Automated Quality Monitoring(AQM) and Intelligent Virtual Assistant (IVA) paving
its way to empower the next Gen of Customer Experience officers across all the
key verticals like BFSI, e-tail, hospitality and citizen services to meet the needs of
24*7 multi-channel customers.”
-- Anil Chawla, Managing Director- Customer Engagement Solutions, Verint
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Chapter 2:
Industry 4.0 will enable early rise
in Smart Manufacturing
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With overall digitization of equipment and processes, Industry 4.0 will contribute to a spike
in efficiencies in terms of quality and costs. With the Make in India initiatives bearing initial
fruits, there is now a need for robust supply chain frameworks along with smart distribution centres.

“With the appearance of Industry 4.0, several industries are putting resources into
IoT-empowered predictive maintenance of their assets to fix automated
frameworks before they get incapacitated. It is critical for firms to keep machines
running consistently. Associated sensors and AI are helping organizations foresee
part disappointments ahead of time, in this way diminishing asset downtime and
time to locking up machines for preventive maintenance. Subsequently,
predictive analytics and AI are being leveraged to run predictive analytics and AI
to monitor assets and assemble information, enabling them to assess when
segments are going to fall flat.”
- Ramachandram Vedula- Enterprise Architect, and
- Tarun Atri, IoT Consultant, WIPRO
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Chapter 3:
Democratization of Artificial
Intelligence in Enterprise IT
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) adoption is gaining momentum. CMR Insights reveal that enterprises are more focused than before on embracing AI. In the year ahead, AI will be increasingly leveraged in enterprise IT to identify patterns, predict trends, iterate and improve, and
deliver with the actionable insights.

“We believe Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning to be tech superpowers
that will exert significant impact across all aspects of work, business and life.
Already there are many practical use cases of AI & ML ranging, from fraud prevention with computer vision to improved operational efficiencies as a result of
increasingly AI-driven supply chains. IOT & Edge are also fast emerging as potent
superpowers of the tech world. As the digital transformation drive across the
world intensifies and expands further, it will lead to the deployment of billions of
endpoints, all of which will be connected via IoT & Edge for better data-driven action. In India, we are already witnessing large scale deployments emerging across
vastly different use cases like Smart Cities, Electric Vehicle charging infrastructure, smart surveillance, medical applications and many more. I expect this trend
to strengthen further in the years to come.”
- Ramkumar Narayan- VP & Managing Site Director, VMware India
15
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“Mass adoption of AI technology is changing the world quickly. With 5G around
the corner, greater adoption of IoT devices, and a need for faster decision-making, advanced edge computing that converges AI, IoT and 5G will be the key to
realizing business value from data. As per research data, 43% of AI tasks will
take place on edge devices versus the cloud by 2023. In the past 12 months, the
integration of AI and IoT at the Edge has rapidly increased, allowing businesses
across industries to design automated and more predictive systems — from Smart
Cities to Industrial to Retail and Health & Life Sciences. Coupled with 5G services,
edge computing needs will accelerate exponentially. Harnessing these growing
opportunities requires products and tools that are interoperable, computer vision
enabled for the unique demands of the edge, software that is open and easy to
deploy, and investment in the next generation of talent that can build, operate and
effectively leverage new technology.”
- Prakash Mallya, VP and MD – Sales and Marketing Group, Intel India

“In the BFS industry, we are betting on AI for deeper insights and stronger decision-making capabilities in the RegTech space. Data management practices play
a vital role; it combines good understanding of technologies, managing multi-level
integrations, and ushering in a cultural transition within an institution. This has
been our focus area at BCT Digital as well. Early Warning System is given; banks
will now focus on managing Liquidity and Model Risk Management and we forecast adoption by NBFC at large.”
- Jaya Vaidhyanathan, CEO, BCT Digital

16
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“AI by far has been the transformative technology for businesses and it has been
advancing at hyper-speed. With AI becoming mainstream technology now, it’s
been used across business sectors and functions. Businesses have started using
AI not only for their clients but for internal stakeholders. With year 2020 knocking
our doors, AI will continue to improve the customer experience and streamline
their business operations. The technology will continue to integrate into the background of most of our daily lives without our knowledge.”
- Ram Mohan Natarajan, SVP – Business Transformation, Hinduja Global Solutions

“AI by far has been the transformative technology for businesses and it has been
advancing at hyper-speed. With AI becoming mainstream technology now, it’s
been used across business sectors and functions. Businesses have started using
AI not only for their clients but for internal stakeholders. With year 2020 knocking
our doors, AI will continue to improve the customer experience and streamline
their business operations. The technology will continue to integrate into the background of most of our daily lives without our knowledge.”
- Ram Mohan Natarajan, SVP – Business Transformation, Hinduja Global Solutions

“As affordable smartphones bring first time internet users online, AI technology
and mobile app development will have to integrate to create smart apps, which
are predictive of customer needs and behaviours. The industry will be powered by
the ability to understand big data collected from customers and insights drawn
from it.”
- Tao Li, Founder & Executive Director, APUS
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“Conversation — text-based or voice-enabled interactive communication — is the
next UI that’s seeing massive uptake. No UI is the next UI as they say. As this technology matures, and becomes mainstream, we are witnessing interesting trends.
For one, there’s shift towards feature-rich conversational platforms that provide
capabilities to develop, deploy and maintain multiple chatbots at an enterprise
scale. Second, we are already contemplating the next-gen of conversations that
will blur the line between conversational UI and graphical UI to give the most convenient user experience – something of a UI-Chat symphony. In a voice-based
channel, this could involve controlling things like the tone, pace of audio or removing content ambiguity (obviously, a telephone number needs to be read differently from a literal number). In text-based channels, the channel provider will often
allow rich formatting of text and embedding of UI elements such as images, links
and buttons.”
- Sairam Vedam, CMO, Kore.ai
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Chapter 4:
Multicloud to mainstream,
Ubiquitous, Omni Cloud is the
future
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In 2019, the hybrid multi-cloud emerged as a viable avenue for enterprises to ensure security and data protection, while ensuring compliance. While multi-cloud enters a new phase
of standardization and maturity, and applications become portable, and vendors stitch
cross-platform alliances, the multi-cloud future looks to transform into a ubiquitous omni-cloud in the near future.
From a cloud provider perspective, the cloud market is commoditized. The focus in the
year ahead will be to bring forth new value-added propositions for users, at no additional
costs. This differentiation will be key for success in the year ahead.
Cloud security will be a key theme, and CMR anticipates more investment going into building-up security offerings. From a cloud security perspective, vendors would have to go
beyond mere identity and access management in terms of their offerings.

“In 2020, we’re likely to see massive adoption to transition to the public cloud
infrastructure (AWS, GCP, Azure) for businesses’ application and platform needs.
CIOs are recognizing like faster speed-to-market, lower operational costs, and
higher availability, whilst ensuring delivery of rich, immersive user experiences
to customers. Additionally, tech leadership will have access to rich insights from
user interactions across multiple digital touch points.”
- Avinash Chugh, Head of Technology, ThoughtWorks
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“We believe that 2020 will be the year when Hybrid Cloud and Multi Cloud becomes mainstream. Lately, we have noticed an interesting trend where enterprises
prefer keeping their option of transitioning to single or a multi-cloud platform. We
believe this will help enterprises unlock their potential as it will help them explore
varied benefits that each cloud service provider has to offer. Multi-cloud led by
Kuberenetes is another area that is attracting a lot of investment by major infrastructure players, which may lead to Kuberenetes becoming mainstream during
2020 and beyond. While India waits for their launch of 5Gservices, we believe that
with advent of 5G, edge computing will change the way we interact with platforms
and IoT. This will open doors to innovation disruption in areas like public utilities,
farming, industrial IoT among others.”
- Varoon Rajani, Co-Founder and CEO of Blazeclan Technologies

“The two most important words in 2020 for the enterprise cloud contact center industry are going to be ‘AI’ and ‘Omnichannel’. Contact centers are going to turn to
AI to unearth patterns and make decisions from all the data they are processing.
And they are going to look at adding new channels like WhatsApp, Instagram etc
for reaching out to their customers. Don’t be surprised if by the end of 2020 you
can say, ‘Hey Alexa/Google, when is my delivery from Big Basket coming home?”
- Chaitanya Chokkareddy, Chief Innovation Officer, Ozonetel
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“According to IBEF, with the emphasis on ‘Make in India’ movement and growth
rate in manufacturing sector, it is predicted that India will become 5th largest
manufacturing country in the world. The prediction can transform into reality with
an improved focus on new technology innovation and digital transformation in
manufacturing. Industrial IoT solutions can offer tremendous value innovation
and digital transformation for the manufacturing sector in India through proactive
operational procedures and data driven business practices which will optimize
operations and positively impact productivity.
As far as the technology front is concerned, IoT, AI, ML and AR will ramp up the
game for manufacturing sector. WebNMS has been providing niche, reliable and
scaleable Industrial IoT solutions for some note-worthy manufacturers in India
and has been helping a number of IIoT channel players and solution providers to
offer customized Industrial solutions and value added services for their customers. This trend in adoption of IoT, AI and ML in Industries is all set to gain momentum in 2020 and will change the manufacturing data landscape with abilities like
predictive maintenance, improved quality assurance, data driven asset efficiency
management and better operational and business decision making.”
- Karen Ravindranath, Director of WebNMS - the IoT division of Zoho Corporation

“Cloud adoption will continue to grow exponentially, empowering the Cloud providers to go bullish on investments, innovating, enhancing, improving and upping
their offerings. They will continue the disruption. For customers, the future is all
about staying Cloud agnostic in the Cloud world where cross-vendor standards
and/or governing bodies are yet to be put in place. Further, unless you are sure
of the ‘never-ending marriage’ or all set for a ‘costly divorce’, you need to stick to
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
- Dr. Christopher Richard, Founder and Managing Director, G7CR Technologies
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Chapter 5:
SMB adoption of SaaS will spike,
born-in-the-cloud partners will
stand to gain
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SMB adoption of SaaS applications will grow by 20% over the next three years, driven by
the imperative need to automate and improve upon many poorly-automated or un-automated tasks and processes. The born-in-the-cloud partners would stand to gain in honing
SMB understanding.
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Chapter 6:
5G to the fore, even as 4G
dominates
25
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5G is a transformational technology with the potential to transform not only internet
broadband service, but also enable new applications and use cases. Over the long-term,
5G will play a pivotal role in boosting fixed wireless access, AR/VR applications, ultra-high
definition video, healthcare systems, cloud gaming, automotive systems, smart cities,
wearable computing, among other applications.
Even as the 5G rollout is in its initial stages, its adoption will remain shallow over the next
24-36 months, and 4G will continue to be dominant. In India, large-scale 5G deployments
would kickstart in 2022.
“The demand for data has only been soaring. 5G will have the maximum disruptive impact as a lot of the other technologies will cascade from the speed, low
latency, and high reliability that 5G can offer. Today, 5G commercial launches are
already underway across major markets and there are estimated to be 1.2 billion
5G connections by 2025. A number of key technology implementations are crucial
for 5G deployment, dense fiberization being the most important. Currently, there
is only about 25-30%, amounting to about 4 billion fkm deployed across the globe,
while 5G will require 70% tower fiberization to happen globally.”
- Dr Anand Agarwal, Group CEO, STL

“2020 will be the year of 5G when the world would embrace this technology.
Prominent OEMs are ready with their 5G handsets and it’s the service providers
who are going to make the next move by making 5G data plans affordable and
connecting the world at a super-fast speed. The increased bandwidth will enable
machines, robots, and autonomous vehicles to collect and transfer more data
than ever, leading to technological advancement in the area of IoT. In 2020 we will
have a much wider adoption of tailor made applications and services for different
tasks and AI will continue to improve the customer and user experiences.”
- Anku Jain, Managing Director, MediaTek India

26
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“The paradigm shift towards 5G will attract special attention from the industry. 5G
technologies will mature to the point where business decision makers can evaluate the benefits of using it in their digital strategy. Its deployment accompanied
with emerging technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Internet of
Things (IoT) will not just upgrade the existing services, but will also lead to creation of new, improved alternatives.
IoT and 5G together play a crucial role by enabling the enterprise to connect all
stages of Industry 4.0 right from planning till execution. The impact is expected to
be felt across range of sectors including the automotive, defence, education and
many more. Although technologies will continue to evolve and find application in
business processes, the mixture of 5G and IoT can be expected to dominate the
foreseeable future. Staying competitive will ultimately mean adapting, and there
will be plenty in 2020 and beyond for companies to catch up with. So, it’s time to
get started and welcome the connected future.”
- Sameer Mahapatra, Country Sales Head – India and SAARC, Aeris
Communications.

2020 is expected to be the ‘year of 5G’ as the world braces itself for a global 5G
rollout and realization of this technology across sectors. At Tech Mahindra, we
are ready to augment capabilities and create business opportunities by leveraging
5G in not just communication business, but also to deliver enhanced solutions to
enterprises, as 5G will radically change some of the ways in which services are
delivered. Cutting-edge technologies like 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial
Intelligence, Machine Learning, Robotic Process Automation, Blockchain, Cybersecurity are disrupting the business landscape and will continue to transform
existing processes, making overall operations more agile, productive, sustainable
and efficient.”
- Jagdish Mitra, Chief Strategy Officer & Head of Growth, Tech Mahindra.
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Chapter 7:
Edge will the new nerve centre
of enterprise

28
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With the rise in machine learning and now deep learning capabilities in the cloud, data is
being processed swiftly, and results provided to end users through APIs and database
queries.
Close to 20% of new infrastructure will be housed in critical edge location rather than in
the data centres, over the next 3 years.
With the Edge, the predictive capabilities of machine learning models can be leveraged
more swiftly, making applications more ambient and frictionless in real-time

“The edge is going to get a great deal closer. 5G networks will completely transform cloud across India - as increased speeds and bandwidth slash any advantage Wi-Fi currently holds over cellular networks. This will herald the data centric
future - as enterprises increase their ability to extract the full value of their data
on any device, anywhere, at any time. As the quantity, quality, type and latency
of data rises exponentially – a modern software infrastructure (or platform) will
combine, converge, communicate and manage all the data. 5G will be the catalyst
that feeds software led analytics. Intelligence on-the-go will become norm – and
consumers and customers will emerge the true winners.”
- Anantharaman Balakrishnan, Vice President and Managing Director – Sales,
Nutanix India
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Chapter 8:
Augmented and Virtual Reality
will enable next-level
personalized CX
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The rise of AR/VR will enable new user experiences that are personalized and contextualized to users in consumer and enterprise segments alike and made possible by developments in AI/ML and 5G among others. Questions around privacy, ethics and security will
abound with these new technological developments.

“The AR/VR industry is growing at a startling pace across the globe. While this
year concludes with unprecedented growth, thanks to new releases and inventions, and a series of high-profile announcements from the likes of Facebook,
Google, Apple, Microsoft, Intel, and Youtube, 2020 could be a breakthrough that
this industry deserves.
Hardware, Software, and Content Creators have witnessed a robust enterprise
growth compared to consumer sector growth over the last year, and we expect
this upward trajectory to continue. We can expect a lot of growth in the training
and education sphere, which would cater to various industries such as medical,
manufacturing, retail, and more. Industries that have already opted for AR/VR
such as construction, engineering, and real-estate would continue growing in their
utilization and capabilities.
Besides this, the growth of 5G and edge computing would drive more high fidelity
realistic and multi-user experiences.”
- Vijay Karunakaran, CEO, TNQ InGage

“Augmented Reality (AR) is leading new and innovative practical use-cases to
emerge across industries by combining multiple IT and business disciplines.
AR/VR will transform customer support immensely, going forward. New training
methods will significantly reduce the training duration while increasing chances of
successful nesting. The need of the hour is a cohesive strategy to harness these
emerging technologies with the existing systems to provide magical customer
experience while reducing effort.”
- Rahul Joshi, VP & Head of Innovation, CSS Corp
31
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Chapter 9:
Smart governance through digital
initiatives will be focus for
Government, including
Blockchain experimentation
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Research insights from CMR point to nascent enterprise adoption, and in evolution and
advancement of new use cases for Blockchain. Going forward, blockchain is poised to
grow, with renewed enterprise focus on blockchain fundamentals. This, in turn, will enable
in realizing new practical purposes for blockchain uses.

Blockchain has gained popularity in India due to top three benefits such as security of
transaction (74%), efficiency in the business (64%) and transparency in the transaction
(64%). One in every five organizations has Blockchain applications in production or has
developed prototype applications. Another 12% are in the process of Blockchain implementation in their organizations.
One in every five organizations plans to implement Blockchain technology within next one
year. Another 32% organizations are exploring the possibility of implementing Blockchain
technology.
MeitY, under Government of India, is spearheading Blockchain as a key research thrust
area, with potential across an array of industry domains. To fuel research around potential
use cases for Blockchain, the Government has executed a new project, Distributed Centre of Excellence in Blockchain Technology, in collaboration with the Centre for Development of Advanced Computing and the Institute for Development and Research in Banking
Technology.
Private sector enterprises are also betting big on blockchain in payments as well as other
industry domains. While the banking and finance sector has seen the highest adoption
(38%), other industry verticals, such as healthcare, retail and logistics, are also accelerating rapid adoption of blockchain.
33
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Chapter 10:
Augmented Analytics for
Actionable Decision Making
and Cybersecurity

34
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As data volumes continue to rise exponentially, and with decreasing clarity on the nature
of data, today’s enterprises face increased risk from threats, such as data breaches and
ransomware. In the year ahead, enterprises will leverage augmented analytics, enabling
them to detect signals that could potentially impact their business models. The use of
Augmented Analytics will enable enterprises to breakdown complex data sets, and secure
meaningful insights. By eliminating manual processes involved in data discovery and analysis, enterprises can secure insights swifter.
In 2020, enterprises will be able to leverage augmented analytics to probe reasons for
current outcomes, and create algorithms to better anticipate the future. This trend will
see enterprises embrace and build further capabilities from routine analytics functions to
more better capabilities, including diagnostic, predictive and prescriptive analytics.
“Accurate data labeling is going to be increasingly critical for organisations of all
sizes, as they realise the importance of well-labeled data for training new machine
learning models. We will see more investment towards labeling data with the right
domain knowledge in functions including fraud detection, image processing, sales
cycles and customer support. Several new initiatives to even outsource data labeling, such as AWS Ground Truth and Google’s human labeling would pick pace,
especially for smaller organisations.”
- Sampad Swain, CEO and Cofounder, INSTAMOJO

“Going forward, a lot of AI might come into play in terms of proactively suggesting
to a customer what kind of a financial product can best suit their various needs.
Blockchain is still waiting for a right fit of a solution while AI and ML are now commonplace. Be it credit assessment, predicting a potentially delinquent customer or
pricing a product for a particular customer, these have a lot of ML in them. Another
area that will see a lot of focus in the coming year is Data Analytics. We can use
data analysis for is to predict any delinquency. Even if they reduce their delinquency
by 2-3% they will see a substantially different equation on their balance sheet.”
- Ramki Gaddipati, Co-Founder & CTO of Zeta India
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“There is a disruption in consumer markets, with customers spoilt for choice and
looking for wholesome outcomes instead of mere products and, willing to pay a
premium for this. It is necessary to “Think with the customer” to win on a global
scale. With immense data generation, we see exhaustive connectivity coming up,
with solutions catering to analytics and workflow, along with device connectivity
and hardware. The industry is seen moving towards initiatives aimed at leveraging
this data better to provide brighter outcomes.”
- Rajiv Bhalla, Managing Director, Barco Electronic Systems Pvt. Ltd.
The enterprise threat landscape is evolving, and enterprises will have to contend with not
just phishing, but deepfakes as well. In the year ahead, deepfakes-as-a-service will potentially see increased traction in the year ahead for both fun and malicious purposes.
Enterprises would look at leveraging AI and predictive proactive cybersecurity measures
to anticipate early, and prevent potential threat vectors from creating havoc.
In 2020, with the continued rise in number of connected IoT devices, enterprises would
have to adopt a proactive, preventive cybersecurity approach, instead of a reactive one, to
prevent potential and likely cyberattacks. By adopting a proactive risk policy, enterprises
could mitigate or even, prevent the attack.
“With biometric authentication becoming increasingly popular, we’ll begin to see
a level of unfounded complacency when it comes to security. While it’s true that
biometric authentication is more secure than traditional, key-based authentication
methods, attackers typically aren’t after fingerprints, facial data or retinal scans.
Today, they want the access that lies behind secure authentication methods. So,
while biometric authentication is a very good way to authenticate a user to a device, organizations must be aware that every time that happens, that biometric
data must be encrypted and the assets behind the authentication are secure.”
- Lavi Lazarovitz, CyberArk Labs Team Leader, CyberArk
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“In 2020, organisations will turn their attention away from threat-centric to human-centric security focusing on two of its most important assets critical data
and people. To this end, we see a marked increase in number of organisations
enhancing their Indicator of Compromise (IoC) -based threat intelligence with
the contextual insights of behavioral indicators. A shift to Indicators of Behavior
will better protect their data in the modern network environments that support
anytime, anywhere working. Businesses will shift their focus from an outside-in
approach (looking at how external attackers are seeking to penetrate a perimeter)
to one of an inside-out approach (understanding the risks that lie within and the
importance of preventing data theft no matter the user, device, transfer medium
or cloud application).
Additionally, expect a more mature approach by organisations to data/privacy
protection legislation. Businesses are recognizing that maintaining an individual’s
(customer’s) privacy and protecting their data can be a differentiator of a business’s service. This will invoke a move from a breach prevention approach to a
more holistic principles-based approach.
Lastly, more and more organizations, even government agencies, are moving to
the Cloud as part of their digital transformation. We should expect to see greater
and greater breaches of Public Cloud systems as organisations go from “Cloud
First”, or “Cloud All”, to “Cloud Smart”. Attackers will have a renewed focus on
Public Cloud accessible systems and data in 2020 and beyond due to the richness
of the prize and ease of accessing it. We expect to see more breaches both from
external and internal parties as Cloud applications become more ubiquitous.”
- Surendra Singh, Senior Director and Country Manager, Forcepoint
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